GHC Newsletter Autumn 2018
No new glider additions to the GHC collection to talk about but lots else to update you on, the major
item being the second hangar opening event followed by the task week. Note all pictures courtesy
of Paul Haliday.

THE SECOND HANGAR OFFICIAL OPENING
You know it’s inevitable the GHC is going to run out of luck some time re the weather for one of its
major events! These have to be planned ages in advance for a specific date, and it’s just pot luck
what Lady Weather decides to do on the day. I’m mindful that in our two previous major events, the
first hangar opening on the 4th August 2013 and our Open Day on 6th September 2015, we got lucky
and were blessed by lovely weather. So it was for the opening of the second hangar on Saturday 25th
August, the best day by far in what had been an iffy week for the Junior Nationals and Lasham
Regionals that were being held. As it turned out late afternoon was the best part of the day, it
couldn’t have been better!
To pick up the story from the Spring Newsletter where we’d just laid the concrete in the first bay on
the 12th April – just 9 bays to go! 7 more laying sessions followed with the final one on 26th May. By
that time the army of GHC volunteers were experts in pouring, spreading, tamping, and smoothing!

(Just after the completion of the concrete laying)
Truly a monumental achievement led by Gary Pullen for the laying and Julian Ben David re the
logistics of ordering the concrete. So we then had to give the concrete 2-3 weeks to fully dry out
before applying the protective paint covering. After some debate the GHC CoM decided on Saturday
25th August, start time 17:00, as the day for the opening ceremony.
We were very fortunate in getting Sir John Allison, formerly Air Chief Marshall Sir John Allison, to
agree to make a speech and officially open the hangar by cutting the ribbon. Saturday dawned and
we all gave a sigh of relief as the weather forecast was good. We did have contingency plans for wet
weather but inevitably if it had been wet it would have spoilt things and cut down the attendance.
How many would attend? – this was the big unknown, and we had to take a guess for catering
purposes. I personally thought 70 -100 but Gary (Pullen) reckoned it could be up to 150 and he was
pretty well spot on – we couldn’t do an exact count but I’m confident it was in the 140 to 150 range.
We had many of our gliders on display in the meadow plus also in attendance there were 5 Tiger
Moths that flew in, a Chipmunk, and the absolute star a De Havilland Rapide. It was truly quite a
sight and pictures galore were taken.

The event kicked off at 17:00 with Pimms cocktails and the chance for everyone to wander around
and network. Then on to the official opening where Tony Newbery, the GHC chairman, made a
welcoming speech followed by Geoff Moore who unveiled a board listing the major donors who had
given huge help re the finance needed to build the second hangar. Finally to Sir John who gave a
very well received speech before cutting the ribbon to a great round of applause. After that snacks,
more Pimms, more networking, and more pictures!
Yes, it turned out to be a great day, afterwards we all agreed it could not have gone better. Especial
thanks to everyone who made this happen. Gary who led the planning and its implementation on
the day. The team of volunteers who got everything into place, and then cleared up and repacked
the hangars when everyone had gone – before retiring to the Lasham bar for a well-earned drink!
Maureen, Gary’s wife, and her team who did a great job with the catering.

(Setting up for the opening nearing completion)

(Sir John making his opening speech)

(Part of the estimated 150 attendees)
Ahh one final thing about the second hangar. We’ve even built electronic weighing scales into the
floor, you can see the cover for their well in the first picture (near the door and to the right in the
just laid final bay). They’ve already seen use for the needed reweighing of an Oly 2b.

VINTAGE TASK WEEK
This started on Saturday 1st Sept and amazingly we flew tasks on all of the first 7 days, only the final
Saturday, the 8th, was a scrub. Normally we’d have held the task week earlier, but because of the
Lasham comps and then the 2nd hangar opening event we decided on early Sept. As it turned out this
was a fortunate choice as the weather during the week was significantly better than the two
preceding weeks. Some of the organisation was a tad last minute due to the huge effort that had
gone into the 2nd hangar opening the previous Saturday. For instance yours truly took on the mantle
of being task setter only the day before the task week started. Rob McEvoy did the scoring assisted
by Jenni O’Connell. I’d actually started writing this Newsletter on Tues 28th Aug and this section on
the Vintage Task week originally started with “1st Sept was a truly duff day, no flying at all.” Hah,
thankfully things improved!
We were delighted to have visitors from Ringmer who bought a Skylark 4, a K6cr, Ka2, and an
Olympia 2b. Also John Young from Nene Valley GC with an L Spatz, John turned out to be one of the
star pilots of the week.
I divided the gliders into two classes, Tier 1 for those with a BGA handicap of 76 and above and Tier 2
for those with below 76. Different tasks for the two classes though Tier 2 could fly the Tier 1 task if
they wished, and vice versa, though the scoring was slightly different if they flew the other Tier’s
task. One flash of inspiration on my part was to award points just for soaring. This led to a lot of
gliders flying where likely they wouldn’t if to score they had to go X country in weak and challenging
conditions. Thus over the week 40 pilots flew which includes those who flew P2 in 2 seaters. 30
gliders of 20 different types. Highest performance Tremaine Callier’s SHK (handicap 89), lowest the
Prefect flown by Jim Duthie (56).

X countries were flown on every day. For 4 of the first 6 days the Tier 1 task was just over 100k with
about 70k for Tier 2. On the Mon and Tues conditions were so weak I had to resort to “Pick up to 4
turning points from a list of ones fairly local to Lasham”. Even so quite a few pilots had a crack at it.
Best day by a country mile the Friday. Even here it was challenging as the wind at flying height was
16- 17 knots about westerly, which for wooden gliders is asking quite a bit to make good progress
against. Also there was wave interference which led to volcanic lift if you were in the right place,
awful sink if in the wrong, and thermals which seemed at times to jump around like a ”cat on a hot
tin roof”! However, great visibility + cumulus with no spread-out with a base of 4500 – 5000 ft +
some streeting, this all compensated quite a lot! Main Tier 1 task was 158k which 2 pilots
completed, Tier 2 104k with 3 pilots completing. However, there was an optional extension to the
Tier 1 task, a final leg of out to Salisbury from Chilbolton making it 203k. Dan Chidley in his Zugvogel
3b went round this being airborne for not far short of 6 hours. Everyone agreed it was THE
outstanding flight of the task week amongst several outstanding flights.
Yep, with a lot of competitive spirit evident we had a number of out-landings. Furthest away was Al
Baker flying the “Beast” (YS53) on the Wednes at Rivar Hill. The Inkpen club were actually flying that
day, and Al thought he’d be able to get an aerotow retrieve. No such luck, they’re not allowed to
aerotow! So the “Beast” had to sit there until Sunday when it was road retrieved. I actually set the
“Beast” as one of the turning points in the optional longer task for Tier 1 on the Thurs. Much to my
chagrin nobody achieved it, though on the Friday some flew over Rivar Hill and reported the “Beast”
as still there!

(The “Beast” at Rivar Hill with Alan Baker, Guy Smith, and Derek Copeland)
The week finished on the Sunday evening at the Lasham VGC hut with a splendid 3 course dinner
provided by Maureen Pullen, and ended with the prize giving. The key trophies were:


David Innes silver rose bowl to Lemmy Tanner for winning the task week flying his K8.
Lemmy flew on all 7 days.



Gary Pullen silver cup to John Young for coming second in his L Spatz. John flew on 6 days.



Keith Green trophy to Dan Chidley for the best flight of the task week, 202.6 k completed task
in his Zugvogel on day 7.



Geoffrey Stephenson trophy for the best flight in a GHC glider – Alan Baker flying the Oly
463, 102.3 k completed task on day 2.

(Lemmy Tanner the overall winner of the task week receiving his prize from Gary Pullen)

(John Young who came second)

(Dan Chidley, best flight in the task week)

(Alan Baker, best flight in a GHC glider)

Other prizes were:


T-shirt and wine to Ray Whittaker for coming 3rd.



T-shirt and wine to Jim Duthie for showing great perseverance in flying the Prefect!



Champagne and glasses (provided by Christine Whittaker) to Rob McEvoy for doing a truly
great job as the scorer.



Lovely painting of a T21 (donated by Lemmy Tanner {and painted by him!}) to Pete Robey for
flying on all 7 days.



Bottle of champagne (provided by Jim Duthie) for the longest road retrieve. I decided this
should go to Gary Pullen as he led the retrieve to Rivar Hill to pick up the “Beast” + as a reward for his considerable efforts in organising the flying on each of the task week days.

Finally Maureen Pullen was presented with a bouquet of flowers. This was much applauded by those
who attended the dinner – 34 people (+ 2 children!).
A lovely and memorable evening!

OTHER FLYING
If there’s one thing that’s disappointing at the GHC it’s the amount of flying that’s been going on
with our airworthy gliders – though the Task Week saw a massive improvement! This has been partly
due to the difficulty in getting gliders out of the Chris Wills hangar due to it being too packed. This
should improve with the second hangar now being operational. We’ve thinned out the numbers of
gliders on the floor of the CW hangar significantly, and we won’t be reverting to the previous logjam. The policy is the CW hangar is our main hangar for tours, this is where our “best” gliders
(including privately owned ones) are housed, selected for their visual attractiveness and/or
provenance. A hangar tour normally takes 40 -45 minutes, a lot longer if some of the visitors want to
try out the Lo 100 simulator. For your normal visitor the tour of the CW hangar is enough, they don’t
want to repeat it in the second hangar, though some like to have a quick peek. Different for
enthusiasts/spotters, they want to see everything.
Talking of the simulator, it’s seen a major upgrade thanks to Trevor Hills and Paul Jackman. It’s now
running the latest Condor 2 software on a more powerful PC with a better screen for onlookers. Paul
Haliday via his Drone has even updated the view you get of the GHC site so it’s bang-up-to-date
showing the second hangar.

GHC AGM
Our 6th AGM went ahead on Sunday 22nd July in the Lasham VGC hut. We had 31 members (+ 2 nonmembers) attend which represented a quorum – the GHC has about 200 members and a minimum
of 10% is needed to make a meeting such as the AGM valid. In accordance with the Articles of
Association two of the GHC directors, Tony Newbery and myself, tendered their resignations but
stated our willingness to continue. As no new nominations for the GHC committee were received
from members we were both duly re-elected. No motions to debate so after 40 minutes the
chairman, Tony Newbery, closed the formal meeting. There followed informal discussions and then
refreshments on the VGC lawn organised by Maureen Pullen.

EVENTS
Hilton Thatcher has continued his excellent work of organising external events. For 2018 these have
been the Basingstoke Festival of Transport, the 2 days of Odiham’s “Longest Day”, Medstead village
fete, Bentworth village fete, with the Alton classic car show to come on Sat 22nd Sept.

ARCHIVES
More space now as all of the BGA paper file cabinets have been moved into the LGS part of Rorke’s
Drift. David Williams our archivist has everything organised and catalogued. It’s becoming
somewhat of a treasure trove as we discovered recently. A story with a good ending in that the
Skylark 4 syndicate (BLZ) had seen 2 of their tip rigging tools “go walkabout” – we keep Skylark 3s
and 4s in the second hangar de-tipped to save space. The BLZ syndicate were just about to pay to get
one made as a copy of my Skylark 2 one, when, whilst looking for a pen in Rorke’s Drift, Gary P.
opened a drawer and found not one Slingsby tip rigging tool but five!

WEBSITE
Our web master, Paul Haliday, continues to regularly update our GHC website. Recent additions
have been 3 audio clips.

WHAT’S IN THE OFFING + FUTURE PLANS
There’s the lighting and electricity ring main to be installed in the second hangar, that’s being taken
on by Graham Seale. Otherwise it’s a time for sitting back and relaxing after the huge effort of
getting the hangar built – and no small amount of effort in organising its official opening either!
The GHC CoM has agreed that our next major project will be the building of a workshop. This is
much needed as besides routine maintenance, CofAs etc, we have a number of major restorations
we want to do – starting with the TG4 and Spalinger S21, where the goal is to get them both
airworthy again. We’re aiming at a 22m by 10m building and the initial estimate for the cost is in the
£80k - £90k region, with as usual quite a lot of the work expected to be done by ourselves. We
haven’t started serious fund raising yet, that’s the next step. Regarding its actual construction I think
it will be well into 2019 at the earliest before this starts.

AEROTOWING VINTAGE GLIDERS
The LGS used to have a Super Cub which was excellent for towing low performance vintage gliders.
However, fairly recently this has been sold to the Dorset GC. Good news in that another Super Cub
has just arrived to be resident at Lasham. Thus Barbara Reed has very kindly allowed her Piper Cub
to be based at Lasham and a private syndicate of Lasham tug pilot members + Barbara is being
formed to operate the tug here. The Cub will be used for towing all LGS based gliders which includes
the low performance gliders of the GHC fleet which will now be able to be towed at an appropriate
safe speed

TAIL NOTES
Many will agree that visually the most stunning glider in the GHC collection is the Slingsby T30
Prefect. An absolutely amazing restoration performed by Peter Underwood and his son David in
1997 – both of whom were at the second hangar opening event.
The glider was donated to the GHC by Sir John Allison in November 2014 and his association with it
makes an interesting story. It was the very first single seater glider that Sir John flew at the Coventry
Gliding Club, Baginton, I believe in 1959. He started his meteoric career in the RAF at Cranwell in
1961. As he ascended the ranks he became station commander at RAF Wildenrath in Germany in
1981. Keen to introduce his teenage children to the sport of gliding, he joined the Phoenix Gliding

Club at nearby RAF Bruggen. There, in a workshop, he saw an old wooden glider, half buried behind
disused winches and tow cars. Clambering over to investigate, he could see it was a Prefect.
Somebody had scrawled “buy me” in the thick dust that covered it. He found the owner and did so.
When he got the paperwork he discovered to his amazed delight that it was the very Prefect that he
had flown at Baginton. With the help of friends in the club he got BGA 815 flying. She became
something of a family heirloom and four of his children subsequently flew her. By 2014 she wasn’t
being flown enough, so he decided to give her to the GHC, to ensure her long term future and so
that more pilots could enjoy her. He has never regretted that decision.

(The Prefect donated to the GHC by Sir John Allison)

OK folks that’s the Newsletter. I hope you’ve enjoyed reading it. It’s been a pretty frantic Spring and
Summer for the GHC, we can all relax a bit now over the Autumn and Winter.
Glyn Bradney (GHC Secretary)

12th September 2018

